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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.0. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Communication is an important thing for people to connect the people around the world. One of the communication tolls is hand phone that are often used as a medium for people around the world to communicate with each other. Professional workers, middle class workers, teenagers used it to communicate with each other. Since there is few of bumiputra's involve in the business and still far behind, we are trying to explore this new field of business and try to open wide scope of this business in Malaysia. We decided to name our business as a AZZURI COMMUNICATION CENTRE, suitable with the product that we sell that is hand phone and its equipment.

AZZURI COMMUNICATION CENTRE is a business that sells hand phone, hand phone accessories; reload card phone, starter pack, and also registration line for people that needs this facilities. To make our business operates smoothly; we provide them with the new latest hand phone models and its equipment.

With all the phone equipment, we will able to make our company more competitive. Based on the latest business trend nowadays, that is the higher the risk, the higher that it will be accepted. Besides that, using high technology phone equipment, the company will be capable in selling high quality products.

We are confident that AZZURI COMMUNICATION CENTRE will succeed in selling hand phone and our vision is to open the new branches throughout Malaysia in 10 years time.

This business is monopolized by most company required high cost equipment. Usually most highly capital companies that are require high cost due to its expensive equipment monopolized this business. For AZZURI COMMUNICATION CENTRE our capital RM 224,000. Most of the capital is allocated to buy hand phone equipment. With the equipment, we are able to